Let {n} be a non-decreasing stochastically monotone Markov chain whose transition probability Q(.,.) has Q(z,{z})= (x)> 0 for some function/3(. ) that is non-decreasing with/3(z)T1 as z---, +oo, and each Q(z,. is non-atomic otherwise. A typical realization of {n} is a Markov renewal process {(Xn, Tn)}, where j = X n for T n consecutive values of j, T n geometric on {1,2,...} with parameter (Xn).
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, R is the real line and % the #-field of Borel subsets of R. Let {n)C be a Markov chain with state space R,}, an initial distribution r and transition probability Q.
The 7r and Q determine completely and uniquely a probability measure P on the countable product space {R , %oo}. When r(. ) = ez(. (the Dirac measure concentrated at z) we shall write Px instead of P. The corresponding expectation operator is denoted then by E:.
Throughout this paper it is assumed that the Q is subject to the following regularity conditions: () (ii) for each z E R the support of Q(z,. is in Ix, oo): the chain {n}0 is stochastically monotone (Daley, [3] ); in other words; for any x I <_ z2, Q(x2, Bu) < Q(zl, Bu) where S u = oo, y];
(1.1) (iii) Q(x,(y}) 
it is apparent that {Tn} is stochastically monotone and that T d_: as each n = 0, 1,... we have:
Finally, for P{To = io,'",Tn = in Xo,"',Xn H P{Tj = i X#} (a.s.).
(2.11)
In other words, conditioned on a realization of {Xn} the sequence of sojourn times {Tn} becomes a family of independent r.v.'s such that the distribution of T n depends only on X n.
Consider U Pz{Xn du, T n = i} = / P{X n e du, T n = i X,,_ = z}P n- {Wn} and {yj}o are independent families. Set
It follows from the last proposition that qn and r are independent tr-algebras for all n = 0,1, Therefore nfff is a trivial a-algebra (its elements are either sure or null events). By letting n---<x we have that oo D ff and that their intersection is a trivial ralgebra. This clearly implies that the tail a-algebra Y is a trivial one.
RELATIVE STABILITY OF {Xn}
The sequence {Xn} is said to be relatively stable if there exist constants {an} such that Xn/an--l in probability (Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, [5] Finally, since Ex{Wn)---+(] as n---,oo it follows that E Ex{Wk)/n"+(l as noo. 
